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of the industrial revolution as the main weapon of defence
called into being a new order Japan was awake and before
long as a competitor in world markets was challenging the
industries of the Atlantic countries New pressures began
to take shape for more land for greater resources for
enlarged markets Japanese imperialism was on the march
Finally and inevitably came the military challenge in the
form of Japans bid for overlordship of the Pacific and
with the conquest of Japan and the settlement which follows
a new order in the Pacific has now arrived The national
and social aspirations of native peoples m and around the
Pacific have neither unity nor uniformity but they cannot be
frustrated even by the new and ternble potency of western
armaments The developments stimulated by war have them
selves brought vast changes Aviation has already shrunk
the Pacific to less than the former time dimensions of the
Mediterranean Interruption of the supply of raw materials
such as rubber and quinine has turned the attention of the
industrial chemist to the manufacture of substitutes The
economic pattern of the Pacific has already been altered by
these developments in transport and supply alone And
countless other changes will remain to be assimilated and
co ordmated after conquest The New Pacific is smaller but
more complex less remote but more dynamic than the old
The problems of China s new position would be sufficient
in themselves to occupy a century of reconstruction When
Sun Yat Sen brought about the Revolution young China
began to plan for national reform and economic welfare
The Japanese invasion hurried on the unification which the
European intrusion had begun Old ideas died hard but
m a slow andt ternble fashion the Chinese moved painfully
into their struggle for independence Now the war is over
the problem of China s poverty the task of raising the living

